STUDENTS’ TESTIMONIALS

ALESSIA

FEDERICA

FRANKIE

Now that the three weeks of the Master in International Hotel Management have
passed and we all have been assigned our internships, I can definitely say that I am
really glad of having chosen this Master.
The professors are very competent and professional. Every subject was interesting and
explained in details. Having a linguistic background, I learnt many new things that I had
never heard of before coming to Budapest. One of the things that I enjoyed the most
was that the classes were very interactive and we all had the chance to express
ourselves. Besides the lectures, the professors always told us some anecdotes about the
hospitality industry, which we really appreciated. We also had the chance to visit three
out of the four partner hotels and were welcomed in each and every one of them.
I have been assigned an internship at the Front Office department of Eurostars Hotel. I
am really looking forward to starting the practical part next Tuesday.
Last but not least, our coordinator has always been by our sides. He helped us by giving
suggestions before the interviews, kept in touch with the hotels and supported us in
every stage of the process, even during days off.
I would definitely recommend this Master to other people and I hope more editions will
come.
The Master was well-organized and dynamic. What I have appreciated the most was the
teamwork, very interesting and stimulating. Thanks to the lectures, now I have a general
knowledge of all the hospitality departments. Each professor was helpful and
competent.
Our Master’s coordinator was always understanding and well-disposed to listen to
students and solve every kind of issue. I have started my internship on 5th December at
Eurostars Budapest Center ****, working in the Sales Department, and I am looking
forward to make this experience!

Overall I was satisfied with the course, the interactive lectures were really fun and the
workshops were useful! The highlight for me is getting my placement at the Ritz-Carlton,
which was my first choice.

MARINA

ILARIA

The Master in International Hotel Management has been an excellent opportunity for
me, especially for my future career. We had three incredible weeks of lectures and
learning new things about this particular industry. The teachers have been extremely
professional: everyone was very well prepared, happy to help and share with us his/her
experience and almost all of them had a hospitality background. Thanks to this Master I
got the chance to find a paid internship in the Food & Beverage department of a four
stars hotel in Budapest. If you are interested in the Hospitality Industry, then this Master
meets your needs and expectations, and I would recommend it to anyone who is looking
for a professional course in the hospitality field.
I have just attended the Master in International Hotel Management organized by the
Italian Chamber of Commerce in UK and based in Budapest.
The lectures have been interesting and useful for deeply discovering the Hotellerie
industry. The academic staff was well prepared and motivating. My favourite lessons
were Human Resources Management and Food & Beverage.
Moreover, the advantage of this Master is the opportunity of connection with 4/5 stars
hotel and have internships of 3/6 months period.

I have absolutely no regrets for joining this wonderful Master. The courses are
interesting and professors very professional. During the three weeks, I have learned a
lot, professionally and personally, thanks to the different nationalities of the
participants. Also, the Master’s coordinator is available to help us in our professional
project. We have the possibility to do different interviews in several hotels and also to
have the chance to choose among more internship offers. I can honestly say that this
Master is a good opportunity to start a new career in the hospitality industry. It was a
great experience and I can’t wait to join The Ritz-Carlton Hotel team!
MARIE

JÚLIA

I'm very happy that I have chosen this Program. First of all because I met fantastic
people from different cultures with diverse experiences. Furthermore, beside our well
prepared and helpful professors, we learned a lot from each other as well. The Master
gave me the possibility to discover which areas of the hotel industry are the most
suitable to my personality and I have earned many important information about how to
become more successful and effective in this field. It gave us a chance to get in touch
with many prestigious hotels, but of course it also depends on us and on the effort we
add to our job. I would say it's a great opportunity for everyone who feels passionate
about hotel management and has ambition to excel. I am glad to have had the chance to
participate in this Master and I'm looking forward to start my internship at The RitzCarlton Hotel with some of my amazing colleagues in the heart of Budapest.

The Master was so helpful to improve my management skills especially in HR and F&B
fields. All the lectures and environments were very professional. Thanks to the Italian
Chamber of Commerce I had the opportunity to visit many luxury hotels and starting my
internship at Eurostars Hotel Budapest.
ZAHRA

A Master in Hospitality made by people with a deep knowledge of this business field, the
learning environment is stimulating and very friendly and the course has been held in a
place with an astonishing venue. Budapest is a fast growing and cosmopolitan European
capital, which is ideal for hospitality luxury business.
Following the Master, I got the right hints to step up in this business which I really enjoy.
Now I am thrilled to start my internship at Zenit Hotel Budapest, attending the second
term of this wonderful Master experience.
AGOSTINO

Overall, although I have been working in a 5-star hotel right now, enrolling in this
Master was a nice experience. I could see different points of view, which were mostly
the managerial ones from different hotel areas. Lectures were very professional and
structured, with valuable details on how to act in different hotel departments and what
are the main tools that hotel employees should use in given occasions.

SHIORI

MARCO

The Master was held in a great location, with really good facilities and logistics. All
information was shared promptly and completely. Academic staff was composed by
friendly and well prepared professors, with lectures focused also on hotel activities on
the job. Beside of the traditional classes, having invited distinctive testimonials from the
hotel industry provided me great insights. On top of this, site visits of the hotel partners
added value to the overall Master’s experience. The international participants have
fostered discussion and comparison on how things work elsewhere. As next step, I am
glad to continue the second term by working in the Finance department of The RitzCarlton hotel partner.

I left Italy leaving a great job to improve myself in the world of hospitality, as my big
passion since I was very young.
After three weeks of Master I can feel proud of my choice and courage, because now I
know the essence of the hotel management and with my internship I will try on a
practical level.
I am sure this opportunity will give me the chance to reach my goals.
FEDERICA
The Master was taught in modern facilities and the venue was in front of the fantastic
Chain bridge. Lecturers are senior professionals, helpful and with a wide career
experience in all hospitality fields. The Master’s coordinator was a good facilitator and
always punctual to help us. The whole Program provided me a vast insight about all the
hotel departments and I’m looking forward to starting my working experience at the
gorgeous Boscolo Hotel.
DIOGO

